In this paper we demonstrate the feasibility of impact-induced transient deformations measurement by singlepulsed subtraction TV holography and the Fourier transform method with contouring fringes as spatial carrier. Fringe formation in single-pulsed subtraction TV holography and phase demodulation by the Fourier transform method are described. Contouring fringes are probed to be well suited for introducing spatial carrier in the correlation fringe patterns. Experimental results are presented. Finally, the degree of immunity to environmental disturbances of this technique is discussed and improvements are proposed.
INTRODUCTION
Electronic speckle pattern interferometry (ESPI), or Television holography (TVH) as it is also known, is a well established optical metrology technique. Over the past two decades, it was successfully used in a wide range of applications, such as deformation measurement, vibration analysis, surface contouring, fluid flow visualization or nondestructive testing.1 ,2 Since years, the study of the instant response of objects to impact loading has a growing interest in engineering, especially in air and space technology, and constitutes one of the most appealing applications of pulsed TV-holography.
Transient deformation analysis by pulsed TVH was first demonstrated by Cookson et al.3 for the side of a steel cabinet struck centrally, although no attempt was made to analyze the propagation of the deformation wave front. After this early implementation, in which the light source was a ruby laser with a pulse repetition rate of 0.1 Hz, the development of high performance pulsed lasers gave a significant impulse to the application of TV-holography to the study of high speed transient phenomena. Mendoza et al. 4 reported a sequence of single-pulsed subtraction TVH fringe patterns that represent the propagation of a long transient in a metal plate. The images were recorded 20 ms apart from each other, and show the spreading of the initial centrally induced impulse. Shortly after, Spooren5 demonstrated transient analysis with increased temporal resolution respect to Ref. 4 by double-pulsed subtraction TVH, a technique that yields good visibility correlation fringe patterns highly immune to environmental disturbances. The same technique was employed by Pedrini and Tiziani6 for the measurement of the transient deformation induced by the impact of a pendulum in a metal plate. The fringes obtained were quantitatively analyzed by the spatial-carrier phase-shift method. The authors described an original synchronization scheme for transient analysis by single-pulse subtraction TVH in a previous work7. The temporal resolution achieved (1 l.ts) allowed the propagation of bending waves in a metal plate to be precisely tracked from the instant of the impact. Similar work was carried out by Tong et In this paper we study the propagation of impact induced transient bending waves by single-pulsed subtraction TV holography. Phase extraction from the correlation fringe patterns using the Fourier transform method is described. We demonstrate that contouring fringes are well suited to introduce the spatial carrier fringe pattern in pulsed TV holography for transient analysis.
THEORY

Fringe formation
The study of transient deformations by single-pulsed subtraction TVH involves the recording of two specklegrams in separate TV fields, each corresponding to an instantaneous state of dynamic deformation of the object's surface. 9 The first specklegram, which is recorded with the object at rest, can be expressed mathematically as follows1 where i1(x,y) is the intensity at a point (x,y) of the speckle pattern, i0(x,y) and ret(XY) are the intensities at (x,y) that correspond to the object and the reference wave fronts, respectively, and i,w(x,y) is the optical phase difference between the two wave fronts, which is random because of the object surface roughness.
The second specklegram, recorded several microseconds after the object was impact loaded, has the following expression 1/2 i2 (x,y) = ohj (x,y) +!rcf (x,y) +2[lh/(x,y)1(x,y)] cos[1jf(x,y) +2tcu.x + 4(x,y)} where Ø(x,y) denotes the optical phase difference due to the object surface deformation, and 21tux is the phase of the spatial carrier (see section 3). Time dependence has been omitted in Eqs. (1) and (2) because of the extremely short pulse duration, that effectively freezes an instant of the transient deformation.
Subtraction of specklegrams (1) and (2) followed by rectification yields a high visibility correlation fringe pattern expressed by
Fringe analysis
In this section we describe phase extraction from single-pulsed subtraction TVH correlation fringe patterns by the Fourier transform method (see Refs. 10-12 for a more detailed description of the general method). Neglecting the effect of speckle noise in the single-pulsed subtraction TVH correlation fringe patterns, equation (3) are the background and modulation terms, respectively.
Equation (10) is the sum of the phase due to the transient deformation and the spatial carrier. This phase is indeterminate to a factor of 2it because the arctangent is defined over a range from -it to +it. In order to isolate the phase of interest, phase of equation (10) q(x,y)+2irux = tan' (10) Re
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 . Light source is a diode-seeded Nd:YAG pulsed laser that produces 12 mJ in 20 ns pulses at a rate of 25 Hz. Light from the laser is split into two beams: reference beam (10% of the energy), which is launched to a monomode optical fiber, and object beam, which is expanded through a negative lens to illuminate the object. Both reference and object beams are added coherently by means of a beam combiner and imaged onto the photosensitive surface of an interline-transfer CCD camera. Optical paths are equalized to maximize contrast. The interferometer is sensitive to the out-of-plane component of the object surface deformation.
In order to introduce spatial carrier in the single-pulsed subtraction TVH fringe patterns, the negative lens that expands object beam is mounted on a translation stage allowing displacement of the lens normal to its optical axis. After the first specklegram i1 was recorded, the lens is given a small displacement (0.45 mm). The result is a linear phase term 27tux in the second specklegram i2. Both specklegrams are digitized and stored as 512 x 512 x 8 bit images in a frame grabber (DT-285 1) and then transferred to a frame processor (DT-2878), were a correlation fringe pattern is formed. This correlgram presents 25 vertical carrier fringes modulated by the induced deformation. Subsequent 2-D FFT, filtering in the Fourier plane, inverse 2-D FFT and arctangent computation yields a phase map which is the sum of transient deformation and spatial carrier. Once phase in Eq. (10) is unwrapped, carrier is removed in the spatial domain by subtracting a least-squares-fitted plane.'3 Finally, transient deformation is calculated by simply scaling the phase of interest. Our system spends 3 5 seconds in the analysis of a single correlation fringe pattern, Eqs. (3) through (11) . 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Ideally, carrier frequency should be high, in order to separate the three main regions of the Fourier spectrum of a correlgram (section 2.2.). In practice, there is an upper limit to the carrier frequency imposed by the sampling theorem.
In our experiments, carrier frequency was selected empirically as high as possible while ensuring that no phase discontinuities appeared, following the approach of Takatsuji et al. ' 4 Displacement of the negative lens by means of a translation stage allows us to easily adjust carrier frequency to the desired value (25 fringes/frame).
Phase retrieval by the FTM is strongly affected by the window filter W(x,y). Regarding to the window size, large masks are desirable in order to preserve as much information as possible. However, if the mask size grows up excessively, the phase maps are corrupted by discontinuities and distortion, so a compromise must be found. In addition, several weighting functions15 and shapes16 have been proposed in the literature for the filtering window. We found that best results were obtained when a circ function was used. The center of the circle domain fitted the peak of the spectrum, and the diameter was set to the maximum value that yields a phase map with no discontinuities.
The goal of this work was to demonstrate the feasibility of transient analysis by pulsed TVH and FTM with contouring fringes as spatial carrier. Interest was focused on carrier introduction and fringe analysis, disregarding the immunity to environmental disturbances, since the described experiments were performed in lab conditions. Spatial carrier was introduced by manually displacing the negative lens, resulting in separations between the recording of specklegrams i and i2 of several seconds. Implementation of the proposed technique in double-pulsed TVH system is currently investigated by the authors in order to allow operation in industrial environments.
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